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HIGH-QUALITY PRINTED MATERIALS THAT ALLOW FOR GENEROUS MARGINS 

At Team Concept Printing – one of the nation’s premier producers of short run, four-color printing, stationery, business 

cards and other quality print projects – we print for the professionals. When industry pros need a resource for high-

quality print materials at a very good price they come to us. Our presses run 24 hours a day so that we can deliver on 

the tightest deadlines in the industry. We offer favorable pricing that allows you to give clients a competitive rate. Our 

experience, knowledge and attention to detail enable us to generate terrific finished products that your clients will love. 

When professionals need a superior product they turn to professionals: THAT’S TEAM CONCEPT.

ONE  TEAM
 MANY RESOURCES

THE TEAM DIFFERENCE
We are a group of highly-trained professionals dedicated to producing only top quality 
printing. At Team Concept Printing we call this strategy “The Team Difference.” Every 
member of our team works to ensure each project exceeds client expectations. It is 
this Team Concept we implemented over 20 years ago, and it is that same concept that 
clients experience every time they place their confidence in us. Experience the Team 
Difference for yourself.

PRINTING AND MAILING SOLUTIONS
Start to finish project capabilities. Custom, bulk mailings are a snap as Team Concept 
offers full mailing services.  This cost-effective service means we do everything from 
printing, to addressing to mailing. 

• Variable imaging allows for customization of individual pieces

• Databases – EXCEL, WORD Documents and Comma Separated Files

• Short run color printing too!

Send the job to one location – Team Concept – with confidence!

HIGH QUALITY STANDARDS
In an effort to provide premier service and project results, we continuously monitor 
the industry for the latest and greatest in equipment and techniques, which allows us 
to surpass client expectations. We’ll use the full capabilities of our resources to deliver 
only the very best; anything less is just not acceptable.

CLIENT CENTRIC APPROACH TO ACCOUNT SERVICE
To the Team Concept Account Representative only one thing is important – the 
complete satisfaction of the client. If that means constant supervision of your project 
through every step of the printing and finishing process then that’s what we will do.  We 
know we are only as good as our last run, so to keep our clients coming back we work 
hard to keep them happy. Just ask them.

TIMELY TURNAROUND AND DELIVERY
Email your files, fax over the order form and get your finished product back in as little 
as 24 hours. Delivery and pick up service makes your life a little easier. Contact a Team 
Concept Account Representative for specific turn times and other convenient services.

ONLINE ORDERING
In an effort to remain on the cutting-edge of technology and service, Team 
Concept offers its clients the convenience of online ordering through the design and 
implementation of custom ordering sites.  Built to meet your needs and exceed your 
expectations, the Online Ordering solution includes order approval, secure online 
ordering, shipment tracking, automated typesetting, inventory control, branding 
options, and the ability to purchase mailing lists or upload existing lists. Sites also 
allow you to reorder a database. Contact an Account Representative to learn more about 
this convenient service we offer.
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DIGITAL PRINTING
Team Concept digital printing capabilities allows for on-demand printing, shorter 
turn times and even modification of images or information with each impression. Our 
digital printing expertise and equipment delivers superior results.

RICOH C7110X WITH A PLOCKMATIC PBM350 PRODUCTION BOOKLET MAKER
Creating options and opening new frontiers for high-quality print; The Ricoh C7110X 
produces modular, in-line booklets with exceptional image quality of 4800 x 1200 dpi. 
In-line stitching with precision three-knife trimmer results in clean edges. This press 
can staple and fold up to 35 sheets for booklets of up to 140 pages. Producing great 
solids, screens and gradients, a 5th ink station is available specifically for white or 
clear inks. Your booklets never looked better.

HP INDIGO
Taking variable printing to new levels, our HP Indigo delivers unmatched quality 
combining the look and feel of traditional offset with genuine photo quality. With the 
HP Indigo’s 6/6 color CMYK printing and 7/7 PMS printing capabilities, it is yet another 
piece of cutting-edge technology that offers so many features for the various needs of 
our clients.

PRESSTEK 34DI 
Presstek 34DI combines the highest quality offset printing with the ease-of-use, 
automation and efficiency of digital printing. Waterless printing eliminates the need 
to control ink/water balance. It reproduces a larger range of color and sharper, better 
defined images than other processes, with minimal dot gain during printing. The 
entire printing process is automated—from plate advancing to imaging, printing and 
cleaning—in one compact, easy-to-use system. 

CANON PROGRAF IPF8000S 
 A product grade workhorse that delivers exceptional quality.

SHEET FED PRINTING AND THERMOGRAPHY
Team Concept expertise and capabilities extends well beyond digital printing operations 
to include a variety of sheet fed printing options and thermography to create just the 
right piece be it stationery, letterhead, business cards, announcements, envelopes and 
more. Regardless of the specifications, we are confident our professional operators and 
printers can deliver. 

LARGE-SIZED PRESSES
Printing capabilities for short to intermediate run quantity projects, yet providing 
superior, large-format output with a continuous tone, rich and consistent color page 
after page are part of the Team Concept arsenal of services.  We feature top of the line 
large-size sheet fed printers. 

• Komori Lithrone SX29 – H-UV Curing System Conventional Eight-Color 
press with UV Curing/Coating Capabilities

• Komori Lithrone 628P – Six-Color Press Aqueous or Varnish Coatings

MID-SIZED PRESSES
When a project calls for equally superior results, but in a slightly smaller format, mid-size 
presses at Team Concept produce high-quality, 4-color or 2-color print material. All of our 
mid-sized presses run Lithography and Thermography, and the Ryobi 3304HA can run 
spot or CMYK Lithography and Thermography just like the Presstek 34DI. Our premier 
mid-size equipment in our shop ensures your project is of the highest quality.

• Ryobi 3304HA – Small Conventional Four-Color Printing

• Ryobi 2800 CD – Two-Color Offset Press

• Ryobi 3302 – Two-Color Offset Press

• AB Dick 9985 – Two-Color Small Offset Press with True Two Color  
Independent Units

• Presstek 34DI – Four-Color Waterless Offset Digital Press

THERMOGRAPHY
When clients want to add a subtle enhancement or slight element of emphasis to a 
very special project they utilize our Thermography Printing services. It’s ideal when 
you want something to really stand out. As the sheet passes through a heating 
unit, Thermo powder is dropped onto and melted to the ink creating an exquisite 
raised effect. The process results in a stunning piece that is dry immediately 
upon completion. As always, all letterhead stationery is printed with a laser 
safe thermograph powder. Ask a Team Concept Account Representative about our 
Thermography Printing services, and how it will help your next print piece really  
make an impression.

DIRECT MARKETING GENERAL OFFICE DOCUMENTS PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS

Speak effectively to people 

with cutomized messaging.

Adjust your print operations  

to your office’s specific needs.

Get your message out clearly, 

efficiently, and memorably.
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FINISHING  
High-quality finishing will make your next project really stand out. The right finishing 
techniques can make all the difference, and the pros at Team Concept have the 
knowledge and experience to make your print project look great. Special touches like 
stamping, embossing and custom bindery are just some of the services we perform that 
can turn your printed piece into a masterpiece.

EMBOSSING 
Impressed into paper logos and lettering are a unique way to draw attention to your 
printed piece. Team Concept offers clients the option of creating embossed lettering and 
images using a variety of techniques.  

• Blind Emboss – raised image or lettering without the  
use of ink

• Foil Emboss – combined techniques of Foiling & Embossing produces a 
highly finished look

• Register Embossing – the embossing of inked images or  
lettering provide a nice custom finish

• Debossing – recessing an image or lettering into the paper, rather than 
raising it, for a very unique and stylized finished appearance 

FOIL STAMPING
Properly applied heat and pressure on a metallic paper or foil produces a custom design 
on your finished piece that really gives it that extra something special. This technique of 
Foil Stamping is growing in popularity, and our skilled team will adorn your piece with a 
beautifully Foil Stamping design using available techniques. 

• Foil Stamping – a popular, easy and cost-effective way to create a 
custom, look with many choices in specialty and standard foil color 
selections

• Single-Level Foil Embossing - uses the same process as Foil Stamping 
along with an Embossing die

• Multi-Level Foil Embossing - uses a Foil die and Embossing die that is 
handmade to create a unique look

BINDERY 
Depending on the number of pages, the thickness of the paper on which your piece 
is printed or the impression you wish to elicit, a custom bindery job can add a unique 
flair to your final product.  Your Team Concept Account Representative can show you a 
number of bindery finishes from which to choose.  Some of the more popular bindery 
techniques we perform include:

• Spiral Bindery – coiled spines available in a variety of sizes  
and colors

• Perfect Bound – traditional binding technique adds a classy touch to your 
piece

• GBC Bindery – quick and easy, perfect for multiple copies of multi-page 
reports 

• Saddle Stitching – another easy yet effective option, stapling at the 
document’s centerfold

MAILING
Bulk mailing is an inexpensive means for reaching a wide audience. After printing  
your mailer, the logistics of sending the piece can be overwhelming. Team Concept professionals have the experience and knowledge 
necessary to create, compile, organize and send an impactful message to your target audience. Get the results you desire with a well-
planned mailing. Your Account Representative can provide you with details.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
At Team Concept we are only as good as our last job. To ensure your project is  
completed properly and to the highest standards we implement a series of checks throughout every step of the process to ensure 
top quality results. It is our goal to handle and complete your project as if it were our own. Count on Team Concept for total client 
satisfaction. It’s the Team Difference at work for you.

DELIVERY
Our presses work day and night to ensure your project is done when you need it. In some cases we can complete your job in 24 
hours or less. Clients in the Chicago  area can take advantage of our delivery and pick up service for added convenience. Contact a 
Team Concept Account Representative for details.
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ONLINE ORDERING
It’s a fast-paced world, and things are still picking up speed.  To keep up with the  
demands of clients we offer the convenience of online ordering with a secure,  
customized site designed to meet the needs of your business. Pre-loaded templates 
with variable options allow you to place your order quickly and effortlessly, and get 
back to business. Team Concept handles the rest. Contact us today for a demonstration.

ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE
Every client is important to us. To ensure your needs are met and questions are  
answered, Team Concept assigns an Account Representative to each client. This  
team member oversees the status of your project every step of the way, from  
prepress to delivery. If we don’t exceed your expectations then we haven’t met ours.

PREPRESS DEPARTMENT
Our Prepress Department analyzes the files sent to us in an effort to ensure every job 
proceeds without a glitch. The professionals in the Team Concept Prepress  
Department work with clients, account representatives and key department  
personnel to resolve any issues prior to the start of production. It’s another example  
of how we put the Team Difference to work for you.

540 Tower Boulevard  n  Carol Stream,  Illinois 60188  n  (866) 653-8326

teamconceptprinting.com 
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